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CJEU Cases 

  

Greece – CJEU Judgment on inheritance tax exemption for primary 

residence: Commission v Greece 

 

In November 2013, the European Commission (EC) issued a reasoned opinion stating 

that a provision of the Greek inheritance tax legislation fails to comply with the free 

movement of capital (Article 63 TFEU). The provision relates to an exemption from 

inheritance tax for immovable property (considered to be the primary residence) 

inherited by the deceased’s spouse or child, on the condition that the heirs (a) are Greek 

or EU nationals and (b) are permanently resident in Greece.  

 

Following the reply of the Greek Government supporting the compatibility of the 

exemption at hand with EU law, the EC referred Greece to the CJEU, which rendered its 

Judgment on 26 May 2016 (Commission v Greece, C-244/15). According to the CJEU, 

the inheritance tax exemption for primary residence has the effect of reducing the value 

of the estate inherited by an heir who fulfils all the above requirements, apart from the 

requirement of being permanently resident in Greece. As a result, a Greek or EU/EEA 

national is subject to a heavier tax burden than that borne by an heir who is permanently 

resident in Greece and thus the exemption constitutes a restriction on the free 

movement of capital (Article 63 TFEU). Furthermore, the provision at hand could not be 

justified by any overriding reason in the public interest (the general social-interest 

objective of addressing housing needs and the reduction in tax revenues). Moreover, 

Greece had not provided sufficient argumentation that the inheritance tax exemption for 

primary residence stems from the allocation of taxation powers between the Member 

States and is necessary to prevent abuses. 

 

In view of their preceding arguments, the CJEU concluded that the enactment and the 

maintenance of the Greek inheritance tax exemption for primary residence, on the 

condition that the heirs must be permanently resident in Greece, constitutes a restriction 

on the free movement of capital under Article 63 TFEU and Article 40 EEA. 

-- Antonia Zahaki, Stavroula Marousaki and Vassilios Vizas, PwC Greece; 

vassilios.vizas@gr.pwc.com 

 

Sweden – CJEU Judgment on withholding tax levied on non-resident 

pension funds: Pensioenfonds Metaal en Techniek 

 

In May 2014, the Swedish Supreme Administrative Court (SSAC) referred a question to 

the CJEU for a preliminary ruling on potential discriminatory elements of the Swedish 

tax legislation concerning the taxation of dividends paid to a Dutch pension fund. The 

SSAC asked whether Article 63 TFEU must be interpreted as precluding national 

legislation under which dividends distributed by a Swedish company are subject to 

withholding tax when paid to a non-resident pension fund, whereas, when paid to a 

resident pension fund, such dividends are subject to a lump sum tax on the basis of a 

notional yield, which intends to correspond over time to the normal taxation of all yields 

on capital. 

 

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d5e9bf2fd996574cadbb1af0a7b642de2e.e34KaxiLc3eQc40LaxqMbN4Pa3aPe0?text=&docid=178823&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=376834
mailto:vassilios.vizas@gr.pwc.com
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According to the Swedish tax legislation, dividends paid to non-resident pension funds 

are subject to a withholding tax at a rate of 30% on their gross amount. The 

Swedish/Netherlands Double Tax Treaty (DTT) lowers the tax rate to 15% on the gross 

amount of dividends. On the other hand, dividends paid to Swedish resident pension 

funds are not subject to a withholding tax, but to the Swedish capital yield tax, computed 

on a fictitious basis, which is meant to neutralise the taxation of pensions and covers 

income from dividends, capital gains and interest.  

 

On 2 June 2016, the CJEU issued its Judgment in the Pensioenfonds Metaal en Techniek 

(PMT) case (C-252/14). After comparing the two different taxation methods, the CJEU 

held that the difference in treatment may result in a heavier tax burden for non-resident 

pension funds, as compared to resident pension funds. Such difference may deter non-

resident pension funds from investing in Sweden and, consequently, restricts the free 

movement of capital (Article 63 TFEU). Nevertheless, the CJEU ruled that, in the light of 

the aim pursued by the Swedish legislation as well as its purpose and content, resident 

and non-resident pension funds are not comparable. Therefore, Article 63 TFEU must be 

interpreted as not precluding the Swedish tax provision at hand. 

 

Nevertheless, the CJEU ruled that a non-resident fund must not be precluded from 

deducting professional expenses directly linked to the receipt of dividends, if domestic 

funds have that possibility. It is now for the SSAC to decide which expenses can be taken 

into account. In our view, technical reserves and liabilities for operational expenses 

should fall within this category.   

-- Elisabeth Bergmann, PwC Sweden; elisabeth.bergmann@se.pwc.com 

 

United Kingdom – CJEU referral on the compatibility of an exit charge on 

trust migration with EU Law 

 

The First Tier Tribunal (FTT) has made a referral to the CJEU, seeking a preliminary 

ruling on whether the exit charge on trust migration under section 80 of the Taxation of 

Chargeable Gains Act (TCGA) 1992 is compatible with the freedom of establishment 

(Article 49 TFEU), freedom to provide services (Article 56 TFEU) and free movement of 

capital (Article 63 TFEU).  

 

The capital gains tax charge under section 80 is based on a deemed disposal of trust 

assets at market value if trustees cease to be UK resident. Following the CJEU Judgment 

in the National Grid Indus BV case (C-371/10) the UK Government introduced deferred 

payment provisions for exit charges on company migration to EEA states, but did not 

make any corresponding amendments to the trust exit charge provisions.  

-- Chloe Sylvester and Jonathan Hare, PwC United Kingdom; 

jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com 

 

 

Back to top 

 

 

 

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=179466&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=381865
mailto:elisabeth.bergmann@se.pwc.com
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=115461&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=385672
mailto:jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com
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National Developments 

 

Netherlands – Court of Appeal judgment on the compatibility of the Dutch 

fiscal unity regime with Israel-Netherlands DTT non-discrimination 

provision 

 

On 26 April 2016 the Court of Appeal of Arnhem-Leeuwarden issued a judgment (Hof 

Arnhem-Leeuwarden 26 April 2016, nr. 15/00206, V-N 2016/27.13) on the compatibility 

of the Dutch fiscal unity regime with the non-discrimination provision of the Israel-

Netherlands Double Tax Treaty (DTT). Based on the facts of the case, an Israeli group of 

companies held participations in four Dutch subsidiaries. The group requested the 

formation of a fiscal unity regime between its Dutch subsidiaries, but its request was 

rejected, as this regime was available only to Dutch or EU/EEA parent companies 

owning Dutch subsidiaries, following the Papillon (C-418/07) and SCA (Joined Cases C-

39/13, C-40/13, C-41/13) Judgments.  

 

The group then resorted to the non-discrimination provision of the Netherlands-Israel 

DTT (which was based on the 1963 OECD Model Tax Convention but updated by a 

Protocol in 1996) and claimed that the fiscal unity limitation to EU/EEA situations on 

the basis of the residence of the parent company was discriminatory. Pursuant to this 

provision, “enterprises of a Contracting State, the capital of which is wholly or partly 

owned or controlled, directly or indirectly, by one or more residents of the other 

Contracting State, shall not be subjected to any taxation or any requirement connected 

therewith which is other or more burdensome than the taxation and connected 

requirements to which other similar enterprises of the Netherlands are or may be 

subjected.” 

 

The tax inspector’s argument   was based on the 2008 Commentary to the OECD Model 

Tax Convention, which provides that the non-discrimination provision cannot be 

interpreted as extending the benefits of rules allowing cross-border consolidation to 

foreign companies. On the other hand, the Dutch Court applied the 1996 Commentary 

and concluded that denying the fiscal unity regime constitutes an infringement of the 

this non-discrimination provision, as the 1996 Commentary does not clarify that the 

non-discrimination clause does not apply to rules allowing consolidation. Therefore, the 

DTT provisions, which were drafted based on the wording of a previous version of an 

OECD Model Tax Convention, cannot be interpreted by a later Commentary to the 

OECD Model Tax Convention.  

 

Furthermore, the Dutch Court made reference to the OECD’s 2007 public discussion 

draft on the Application and Interpretation of Article 24, which stated that “it has been 

argued that the current wording of Article 24 could have the effect of requiring a State to 

extend the provisions of its domestic law that apply to a group of companies (e.g. 

consolidation) to cover companies of the group which are not residents of that State”. 

Finally, the Dutch Court noted that, even if the 2008 Commentary were to apply, a fiscal 

unity regime should also be possible, as the relevant request referred to the formation of 

a fiscal unity regime between the four Dutch subsidiaries and not the consolidation of 

http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=68993&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=389729
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=153585&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=389669
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=153585&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=389669
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these subsidiaries and the non-resident parent company. The judgment has been 

appealed with the Dutch Supreme Court. 

-- Hein Vermeulen and Mart van Hulten, PwC Netherlands; 

hein.vermeulen@nl.pwc.com  

 

Switzerland – Switzerland adopts the final corporate tax reform III package 

 

On 17 June 2016, the Swiss parliament adopted the final Corporate Tax Reform III 

package (CTR III) to strengthen the competitiveness of Switzerland as a business 

location. The CTR III includes several notable tax reform measures related to federal and 

cantonal tax laws. The key changes are summarised below:  

 

 Abolition of the special cantonal tax regimes: these regimes for holding, mixed and 

auxiliary companies are abolished. A five-year transitional period will follow the 

date on which the new law becomes effective; 

 Cantonal corporate income tax reduction: many cantons have already 

communicated their target tax rates ranging from 12.5% to 14%, while others expect 

to communicate their target tax rates within the next few months;  

 Introduction of a cantonal patent box: the cantons can exempt the qualifying 

income derived from patents and similar intangible property rights from the 

cantonal corporate income tax up to a maximum of 90%. This measure employs the 

residual profit approach in line along with the OECD’s modified nexus approach; 

 Optional cantonal R&D deduction: an optional cantonal deduction of up to 150%, 

with respect to the research and development (R&D) expenditures incurred in 

Switzerland, is introduced; 

 Introduction of a notional interest deduction (NID): an interest deduction, 

calculated on the basis of “surplus” equity, i.e. equity exceeding a certain threshold, 

is introduced for all businesses at the federal level (and optionally at the cantonal 

level);  

 Disclosure of hidden reserves (step up): systematic approach to the disclosure of 

hidden reserves upon a change in the tax status/tax liability (relocation to/from 

Switzerland) is introduced; 

 Capital tax adjustments: the cantons can provide a reduction of their capital tax on 

participation holdings, patents/comparable rights and inter-company loans; 

 Overall limitation of tax relief: up to a maximum of 80% of the taxpayer’s total 

cantonal corporate income tax can be reduced by benefits derived from the patent 

box, the special R&D deduction, the NID and the depreciation deductions for the 

disclosed hidden reserves (step up).  

 

The abolition of the issuance stamp tax and the introduction of the tonnage tax regime 

will be dealt with at a later stage. 

 

Depending on whether a referendum will be requested, certain federal tax measures in 

the CTR III may become effective already in the beginning of 2017. In contrast, the 

measures applicable at the cantonal level will still require a separate legislative process. 

It is most likely that the Swiss electorate will have to vote on the CTR III in February 

mailto:hein.vermeulen@nl.pwc.com
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2017 and, if passed, the reform would be expected to take effect both at the federal and 

cantonal level in 2019.  

 -- Armin Marti and Maria Widrig Giallouraki, PwC Switzerland; 

armin.marti@ch.pwc.com 

 

United Kingdom – UK votes to leave the EU 

 

In a referendum on 23 June 2016, voters in the United Kingdom chose to leave the EU 

(so called "Brexit").  

 

In order to leave the EU, the UK needs to invoke Article 50 TEU, and this will then 

trigger a two year exit procedure. At the time of writing it is not clear when Article 50 

TEU will be invoked, and thus the timing of the UK's exit from the EU is not yet known. 

The UK will need to negotiate a withdrawal agreement, and agree the terms of its 

relationship with the EU and the rest of the world following exit, which could take some 

time.  

 

Although Brexit will undoubtedly affect how people and businesses in the UK are taxed, 

the implications will depend to a substantial extent on the terms on which exit is agreed 

and therefore remain unclear at this stage. If the UK remains a member of the European 

Economic Area (EEA), but as a non-EU Member (like Norway), the TFEU fundamental 

freedoms would still continue to apply under the EEA Agreement, but most EU 

Directives (such as the Interest and Royalties Directive) would not. Alternatively, the UK 

could negotiate either a customs union or bilateral free trade agreements with the EU. 

This would be likely to result in more far-reaching change, in particular because it is 

likely that all or some of the TFEU fundamental freedoms would cease to apply. 

 

The UK Government has signalled the importance of “Britain open for business”. 

Depending on the terms of exit, the UK Government may feel free to implement 

measures to attract foreign investment as part of the “Britain open for business” 

initiative.  

-- Alex Henderson and Jonathan Hare, PwC United Kingdom; 

jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com 

 

United Kingdom – Ignatius Fessal v The commissioners for HMRC [2016] 

UKFTT 0285 (TC) 

 

An individual filed income tax self-assessment returns for the tax years 2005/06 to 

2008/09 which did not correctly reflect the allocation of profits between those years in 

accordance with the "true and fair" basis applicable under the transitional regime for 

barristers moving from a cash basis under s42 FA 1998. As a result, the taxpayer 

underpaid tax for the 2005/06 and 2007/08 tax years, but had overpaid tax (by a 

corresponding amount) for the 2006/07 and 2008/09 tax years. 

 

By the time the taxpayer was notified by HMRC of how the "true and fair" basis should 

be applied for those tax years, the statutory time limit for making a claim for overpaid 

tax in respect of the 2006/07 tax year had expired. Shortly afterwards, HMRC issued 

mailto:armin.marti@ch.pwc.com
mailto:jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com
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discovery assessments, within the six year statutory time limit, for the 2005/06 and 

2007/08 tax years on the grounds that the taxpayer had been careless. 

 

The taxpayer appealed against those assessments and HMRC applied to the First Tier 

Tribunal (FTT) for the appeal to be struck out. The tribunal rejected HMRC's application 

to strike out the taxpayer's appeal and found that the taxpayer had a reasonable 

argument that the assessments were disproportionate because no account was taken of 

the tax overpaid in the tax year 2006/07 (the closed year). 

 

The FTT held that a double charge to income tax on the same profits infringed the 

taxpayer's human rights under Article 1 of the first Protocol (A1P1) to the European 

Convention on Human Rights (peaceful enjoyment of possessions). Consequently, the 

overpaid tax for the closed year should be taken into account and reduce the quantum of 

the assessment. 

 

This decision represents a rare taxpayer success based on a human rights argument.   

-- Chloe Sylvester and Jonathan Hare, PwC United Kingdom; 

jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com 

 

 

Back to top 

 

 

EU Developments 

 

EU – ECOFIN political agreement on the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive 

 

On 21 June 2016, the EU-28 Finance Ministers reached political agreement on the 

Council Directive laying down rules against tax avoidance practices that directly affect 

the functioning of the internal market (also known as Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive or 

ATAD). The ministers decided not to include the switch-over clause originally proposed 

by the European Commission (EC). 

 

The ATAD sets out certain minimum standards that Member States need to adhere to in 

several areas covered by the OECD work on BEPS, including interest deductibility 

limitations, controlled foreign company (CFC) rules and rules to tackle hybrid 

mismatches. The ATAD, however, goes further and also sets out rules for exit taxation 

and a general anti-abuse rule. Whereas the ATAD stipulates minimum standards to be 

applied to all taxpayers subject to corporate tax in one or more Member States, it does 

not prohibit other anti-avoidance rules designed to give greater protection to the 

corporate tax base. 

 

The ATAD introduces the following five rules: 

 

1. Deductibility of interest: A rule restricting net borrowing costs to 30% of the 

taxpayer's EBITDA, with an optional EUR 3m threshold. Standalone entities may be 

excluded from the scope of these rules. Within consolidated groups, Member States 

mailto:jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com
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may allow full or partial deduction of borrowing costs exceeding the 30% ratio under 

‘group ratio’ conditions. Member States may exclude loans concluded before 17 June 

2016, loans used to fund long-term EU public infrastructure projects, and financial 

undertakings. Carry-forward of non-deductible borrowing costs may be allowed 

without time limit (with an option also to include carry-back for up to 3 years or 

carry-forward of unused interest capacity for up to 5 years). A grandfathering clause 

that will end at the latest on 1 January 2024 was agreed for national targeted rules 

which are “as effective as the fixed ratio rules” to be applied for a full fiscal year 

following the publication date of an OECD agreement on a minimum standard. 

Member States that wish to opt for this derogation will need to notify the EC of this 

before 1 July 2017 following which the EC will assess the effectiveness of the national 

rules. 

 

2. Rules for exit taxation that require taxation of market value minus tax value for 

assets, permanent establishments (PEs) or residence relocated by a taxpayer out of a 

Member State’s taxing jurisdiction. Deferral via five year instalments is available 

within the EU/EEA, subject to interest, guarantees and recapture provisions. Exit 

tax does not apply to temporary transfer of certain financial assets. 

 

3. A general anti-abuse rule allowing tax authorities to ignore non-genuine 

arrangements where (one of) the main purpose(s) is to obtain a tax advantage that 

defeats the object or purpose of the tax provision. Arrangements are regarded as 

non-genuine to the extent they are not put into place for valid commercial reasons 

which reflect economic reality.  

 

4. CFC rules prescribing taxation with credit at taxpayer level (i.e. shareholder/head 

office level) of certain non-distributed income of CFCs. Entities of which the 

voting/capital/profit rights are (in) directly owned by more than 50% and non-taxed 

PEs are taxable CFCs if their actual corporate tax paid is lower than the difference 

between the corporate tax that would have been charged in the Member State of the 

taxpayer and the actual corporate tax paid by the entity or PE. Upon future 

distribution or disposal, there is a deduction of previously included income. Member 

States may apply certain “de minimis” carve outs and there are certain exceptions for 

cases of substantive economic activity and for genuine or non-tax driven 

arrangements.   

 

5. Rules addressing mismatches between Member States arising due to hybrid entities 

or hybrid instruments. To the extent a hybrid mismatch results in a double 

deduction, the deduction must only be given in the Member State of source. Insofar 

resulting in deduction without inclusion, the Member State of the payer must deny 

deduction.  The EC is asked to put forward a proposal by October 2016 on hybrid 

mismatches involving third countries with rules consistent with and no less effective 

than the recommended rules in OECD BEPS Action 2, with a view to reaching 

agreement by the end of 2016. 

 

On 12 July 2016, the ECOFIN formally adopted the ATAD, which will enter into force on 

the 20th day following its publication in the Official Journal of the EU. Member States 

are required to adopt and publish ATAD-compliant provisions by 31 December 2018 at 
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the latest (exceptions are provided), with the provisions applying from 1 January 2019.  

These deadlines are extended by one year for the rules on exit taxation. On 19 July 2016, 

the ATAD was officially published in the Official Journal of the European Union and is 

available here.  

-- Sjoerd Douma and Bob van der Made, PwC Netherlands, Jonathan Hare, PwC United 

Kingdom, Emmanuel Raingeard de la Blétière, PwC France, and Claudio Valz, PwC Italy; 

sjoerd.douma@nl.pwc.com 

 

EU – ECOFIN Council 25 May 2016 conclusions on an external taxation 

strategy and measures against tax treaty abuse 

 

On 25 May 2016, the ECOFIN adopted conclusions on the third country aspects of the 

European Commission’s Anti-Tax-Avoidance Package. The Council agreed on the 

following conclusions: 

 

The Council:  

 

1. CONFIRMS the importance of continuing and intensifying action to tackle tax fraud, 

tax evasion and aggressive tax planning at national, EU and global level, as requested by 

the European Council in May 2013 and recalled by Ministers at the informal ECOFIN on 

22 April 2016;  

2. RECALLS the importance of taking effective steps to fight tax evasion, tax fraud and 

tax avoidance as well as money laundering, in particular in times of budgetary 

constraints;  

3. therefore WELCOMES the Commission Communication on an External Strategy for 

Effective Taxation and NOTES the Commission Recommendation on the 

implementation of measures against tax treaty abuse;  

4. RECALLS that from the discussions during an informal meeting of ECOFIN ministers 

in Amsterdam support emerged for the establishment of an EU-list of non-cooperative 

jurisdictions and coordinated defensive measures, both to be defined by the Council; 

 

Regarding the Communication on an External Strategy, the Council:  

 

5. CALLS FOR a swift and comprehensive implementation of the internationally agreed 

standards on transparency and exchange of information developed by the OECD and 

ENCOURAGES all jurisdictions to commit to implement international standards as soon 

as possible and URGES jurisdictions that are not yet participants in the OECD's inclusive 

framework to join without delay;  

6. AGREES on the establishment by the Council of an EU list of third country non-

cooperative jurisdictions and to explore coordinated defensive measures at EU level 

without prejudice to Member State competence;  

7. STRESSES the need to work closely and in parallel with the OECD to draw the 

international criteria in this area and to take into account the work of the Global Forum 

when developing the EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions;  

8. DECIDES that the criteria on transparency for establishing a list of non-cooperative 

jurisdictions have to be compliant with internationally agreed standards on transparency 

and exchange of information for tax purposes, in particular standards developed by the 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32016L1164&from=EN
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OECD, both on exchange of information on request and automatic exchange of 

information (Common Reporting Standard);  

9. INVITES the Code of Conduct Group to consider  an additional criterion for listing 

non-cooperative jurisdictions based on the non-existence of harmful tax regimes as 

defined by the criteria of the Code of Conduct on Business Taxation, and possible 

additional criteria, which could be inspired in particular by the OECD BEPS actions;  

10. INVITES the Code of Conduct Group to start work on an EU list of non-cooperative 

jurisdictions by September 2016, and to determine, on the basis of a first screening by 

the Commission, third Countries with which dialogues should start, with a view to 

establishing an EU list of non-cooperative jurisdictions and exploring defensive 

measures at EU level to be endorsed by the Council in 2017. Those defensive measures 

could be considered to be implemented in the tax as well as in the non-tax area; 

11. WELCOMES the pilot project for the automatic exchange of information on ultimate 

beneficial owners endorsed by all Member States with the aim of developing a common 

standard; 

12. INVITES the Commission to consider legislative initiatives on Mandatory Disclosure 

Rules inspired by Action 12 of the OECD BEPS project with a view to introducing more 

effective disincentives for intermediaries who assist in tax evasion or avoidance 

schemes;  

13. SUPPORTS the need to update the principles of tax good governance to be used as 

the new standard provision in future negotiations with third countries and INVITES the 

Code of Conduct Group to examine key elements which should be contained in a clause 

to be inserted in agreements between the EU and those countries;  

14. CONCURS with the importance of tax good governance for developing countries to 

increase their domestic revenue mobilisation and UNDERLINES the importance of 

assisting them in meeting tax good governance;  

15. STRESSES the importance of the Addis Tax Initiative (ATI), with its core 

commitment to doubling or substantially increasing support for technical cooperation on 

taxation and domestic resource mobilisation, already signed up to by twelve Member 

States, and CALLS FOR all remaining Member States to join the ATI;  

16. IS READY to examine the proposal to include EU's updated tax good governance 

standards into the EU Financial Regulation in relation to third countries once a new 

proposal has been put forward by the Commission;  

 

Regarding the Recommendation on the implementation of measures against tax treaty 

abuse, the Council:  

 

17. NOTES the recommendation from the Commission to ensure that the 

implementation of OECD BEPS recommendations on Actions 6 and 7 is compliant with 

EU law;  

18. REITERATES the importance of taking concrete and coherent action against double 

non-taxation through tax evasion or avoidance via the operation of double tax 

conventions, in line with the competence of Member States in negotiating double tax 

conventions bilaterally and the principle of subsidiarity;  

19. WELCOMES the proposed provisions with regard to a principal purpose test and 

permanent establishments to be included in bilateral tax treaties agreed by a Member 

State, while ACKNOWLEDGING that bilateral tax treaties remain the competence of the 
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Member States and that other measures elaborated in the context of OECD BEPS Action 

6 may be helpful, such as limitation on benefits (“lob”) clauses.   

-- Bob van der Made, PwC Netherlands; bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com 

 

EU – European Parliament Press Release on corporate taxation 

 

On 21 June 2016, the European Parliament published a Press Release with the title 

“Corporate taxation: MEPs call for tax haven black list, patent box rules, CCCTB and 

more”.  

 

According to the Press Release: 

 

 “Recommendations to make corporate taxation fairer and clearer were voted by the 

Special Committee on Tax Rulings II on Tuesday evening. They call for an EU public 

register of beneficial owners of companies, a tax havens blacklist, sanctions against non-

cooperative tax jurisdictions, action against abuse of “patent box” regimes, a code of 

conduct for banks and tax advisors, tax good governance rules in all EU trade 

agreements and a withholding tax on profits leaving the EU. 

 

The report by co-rapporteurs Michael Theurer (ALDE, DE) and Jeppe Kofod (S&D, DK) 

was approved by 25 votes to 6, with 9 abstentions. It will be voted by Parliament as a 

whole during the July session in Strasbourg. 

 

“Tax dumping is done at the expense of the general public and small-and medium sized 

companies, who are the backbone of our European economy. In a fair tax system, 

multinational companies also pay their share and they should do so where they add 

value and make their profits”, said Mr Theurer. 

 

“With this report, Europe is stepping up to the plate on the fight against tax evasion and 

tax havens. We’re setting clear demands for increased accountability, effective deterrents 

in the form of markedly increased sanctions for tax havens, banks, tax advisors and 

companies, and we’re calling for increased European and international cooperation on 

this hugely problematic issue", said Mr Kofod. 

 

Tax haven black list 

 

Committee members welcome EU Commission plans to draw up a common EU blacklist 

of non-cooperative jurisdictions. They call for a common definition of “uncooperative 

jurisdictions” and say that the blacklisting procedure should include an “escalation” 

provision to allow for dialogue with the jurisdiction in which shortcomings have been 

identified before deciding to blacklist it. 

 

MEPs advocate sanctions against non-cooperative jurisdictions, including a possibility to 

review and even suspend free trade agreements and prohibiting access to EU funds. 

They add that sanctions should also be put in place for companies, banks, accountancy 

and law firms and tax advisors proven to be involved in illegal, harmful or wrongful 

activities with those jurisdictions. 

 

mailto:bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com
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They also call on EU member states to draw up sanctions against company managers 

involved in tax evasion and make it possible to revoke business licences in cases where 

professionals are involved in illegal tax planning and evasion schemes. The EU 

Commission should also explore the possibility of introducing financial liability for tax 

advisors engaged in unlawful tax practices, they add. 

 

Misuse of “patent box” regimes 

 

The report also criticises “patent box” tax regimes for intellectual property revenues. 

These “have not proven to be effective in fostering innovation. Regrettably, they are used 

by multinational companies for profit shifting through aggressive tax planning schemes 

(...) which leads to a race to the bottom. To prohibit misuse and to make sure they are 

linked to genuine economic activity, the Commission should propose binding union 

legislation.” 

 

Plus… 

 

MEPs also call for guidelines to better define what is allowed with regard to transfer 

pricing, better protection for whistle-blowers, an EU Commission proposal before the 

end of 2016 for a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base (CCCTB), an EU-wide 

withholding tax, to be collected by member states, to ensure that profits made in the EU 

are taxed at least once before leaving it, a code of conduct for banks, tax advisors, law- 

and accounting firms, a new EU Tax Policy Coherence and Coordination Centre to be 

created within the EU Commission and a global register of all assets held by individuals, 

companies and entities, such as trusts and foundations, to which tax authorities would 

have full access.” 

-- Bob van der Made, PwC Netherlands; bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com 

 

EU – ECOFIN adopts the 4th Directive on Administrative Cooperation 

(DAC4) 

 

On 25 May 2016, the ECOFIN adopted the 4th Directive on Administrative Cooperation 

(also known as DAC4). The DAC4 was politically agreed in the ECOFIN public session of 

8 March 2016 and refers to the mandatory automatic exchange of information in the 

field of taxation, i.e. the amendment proposed in the European Commission’s Anti-Tax 

Avoidance Package to enable coordinated implementation of G20/OECD BEPS Action 13 

Country-By-Country Reporting requirements in EU law. 

-- Bob van der Made, PwC Netherlands; bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com 
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Fiscal State aid 

 

EU – DG Competition Working Paper on State aid and tax rulings 

 

On 3 June 2016, the European Commission (EC)’s DG Competition published its 

Working Paper on State aid and tax rulings (Working Paper). The Working Paper 

provides an overview of DG Competition’s preliminary orientations after review of the 

Member States’ tax ruling practices.  

 

The Working Paper does not call into question the granting of tax rulings by Member 

States as such, recognising the importance of legal certainty. It rather provides an 

overview of the EC’s understanding of the concept of State aid and its application to tax 

rulings. As part of an inquiry, DG Competition has looked at more than 1,000 tax rulings 

focusing in particular on tax rulings endorsing transfer pricing (TP) arrangements but 

also analysing confirmatory rulings, leading in mid-2014 to the opening of formal State 

aid investigations into various tax rulings. The Working Paper focuses solely on rulings 

related to TP issue leaving aside other potentially problematic areas. It announces that 

further investigations will be opened in TP cases where there are serious reasons to 

believe that State aid has been granted.  

 

The Working Paper states that while tax ruling practices of Member States differ 

significantly in quantitative terms, most Member States closely follow the procedural 

guidance from the EU (COM (2007) 71 final) and OECD on the granting of TP rulings. It 

notes that if an arrangement complies with the OECD TP Guidelines, including the 

guidance on the choice of the most appropriate transfer pricing method, and leads to a 

reliable approximation of a market-based outcome, it is unlikely to give rise to State aid. 

However, according to DG Competition, some TP arrangements do not seem to reflect 

the arm’s length principle (ALP) when the outcome manifestly deviates from a “reliable 

approximation of a market-based outcome”. As examples, DG Competition mentions tax 

rulings for group financing companies whereby the taxable profit is determined as a 

margin of the underlying transaction without a clear economic analysis, and rulings 

endorsing tax deductions for payments or charges between group companies where such 

payments are not actually made.  

 

The Working Paper suggests that the use of certain TP methods provides a more reliable 

means to approximate a market-based outcome than others. Specifically mentioned are 

the CUP method (if sufficient comparables are presented) and the profit split method, as 

the latter is typically based on a two-sided analysis approach. The DG Competition states 

that rulings based on a one-sided approach (typically TNMM, according to the paper 

often used when intellectual property [IP] is involved) sometimes automatically allocate 

residual profit to another company in another jurisdiction without any information 

about the activities of that other company. It also states that under the TNMM method 

operating expenses are sometimes chosen systematically as a performance indicator 

without necessarily representing the commercial value of the functions of the company, 

while a more appropriate indicator (e.g. return on sales or return on equity) may be 

available.  
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The Working Paper states that DG Competition’s focus is on cases where there is a 

manifest breach of the arm’s length principle. It notes that the approximate nature of the 

ALP could not be used to justify a TP analysis that is either methodologically 

inconsistent or based on an inadequate comparables selection. According to DG 

Competition, any deviation from the best estimate of a market-based outcome must be 

limited and proportionate to the uncertainty inherent in the TP method chosen or the 

statistical tools employed for that approximation exercise.  

 

This Working Paper seems largely consistent with the 2016 EC Notice on the notion of 

State aid and the EC investigations in respect of tax rulings on TP and the ALP. However, 

it is not always clear in those investigations whether the EC's approach to the ALP is 

entirely consistent with what one might have expected per the OECD TP Guidelines. 

Therefore the question of what is a 'reliable approximation of a market-based outcome' 

may still remain a matter of some debate for the foreseeable future. In addition, the EC’s 

arguments in this area remain to be tested by the European Courts. The EC’s Working 

Paper is available here.  

-- Sjoerd Douma, PwC Netherlands; sjoerd.douma@nl.pwc.com 

 

EU – European Commission Notice on the notion of State aid 

 

On 19 May 2016, the European Commission (EC) published its final Notice on the notion 

of State aid (EC Notice). The EC Notice updates the EC’s earlier Notice on the 

application of the State aid rules to various measures including those relating to direct 

business taxation (98/C 384/03), which essentially sets out the EC’s view on how State 

aid applies and also how the EC interprets the CJEU’s jurisprudence. The final EC Notice 

largely follows the EC’s draft Notice on the notion of State aid which was published in 

January 2014.  

 

The availability of comprehensive EC guidance in the field of direct tax law is important. 

The problems associated with Article 107(1) TFEU and the application of State aid rules 

to tax measures are becoming ever more urgent. The timing of the final EC Notice may 

be related to EU Competition Commissioner Vestager’s announcement on 4 April 2016, 

in a hearing of the EU Parliament’s TAXE II Committee, of an EC organized High-Level 

State aid Forum meeting with senior representatives from the EU-28 national Finance 

Ministries on 3 June 2016 on how to apply the State aid rules in practice, based in 

particular on the experience the EC has gained so far from its latest State aid decisions.  

 

The sections in the final EC Notice relevant to tax measures cover: cooperative societies, 

undertakings for collective investment, tax amnesties, tax rulings and settlements, 

depreciation/amortisation rules, fixed basis tax regime for specific activities, anti-abuse 

rules, and excise duties. Some of the sections are summarised below: 

 

1. Administrative tax rulings: A large part of the section “Specific issues concerning tax 

measures” simply reproduces what was already stated in the draft EC Notice. 

However, a specific subsection discussing tax rulings confirming transfer pricing 

arrangements has been added. According to the EC, the granting of a tax ruling must 

respect the State aid rules. Where a tax ruling endorses a result that does not reflect 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/legislation/working_paper_tax_rulings.pdf
mailto:sjoerd.douma@nl.pwc.com
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in a reliable manner what would result from the normal application of the ordinary 

tax system, that ruling may confer a selective advantage upon the addressee, in so far 

as that selective treatment results in a lowering of that addressee’s tax liability as 

compared to companies in a similar factual and legal situation. The EC is of the view 

that a deviation from the arm’s length principle confers a selective advantage on the 

taxpayer, by virtue of the fact that their tax liability under the ordinary tax system is 

reduced as compared to standalone companies which must use their actually 

recorded profits to determine their taxable base.   

 

The EC states that the arm’s length principle should be applied regardless of whether 

a Member State has incorporated this principle into its legislation. The EC opines 

that the application of the arm’s length principle is based directly on Article 107(1) 

TFEU, which would require equal treatment of standalone entities and group 

companies. 

 

Moreover, the EC states that when examining whether a transfer pricing ruling 

complies with the arm’s length principle, the EC may have regard to the OECD 

Transfer Pricing (TP) Guidelines. According to the EC, a transfer pricing 

arrangement is unlikely to give rise to State aid, if it complies with the TP 

Guidelines, including the OECD guidance on the choice of the most appropriate 

method, and leads to a reliable approximation of a market based outcome. It should 

be noted here that the EC states that a tax ruling may confer a selective advantage if 

it allows its addressee to use alternative, more indirect methods of calculating 

taxable profits (cost-plus or resale-minus method), while more direct methods are 

available. 

 

2. Fixed basis tax regime for specific activities: In this subsection the EC states that 

non-discretionary provisions which allow income tax to be determined on a fixed 

basis may be justified by the nature and general scheme of the system, where, for 

example, these provisions take account of the specific accounting requirements or 

the importance of certain assets which are specific to certain sectors. 

 

3. Discretionary administrative practices: A new paragraph is inserted in the section 

dealing with the selectivity stemming from discretionary administrative practices.   

According to the EC, the fact that a tax relief requires prior administrative 

authorisation does not automatically mean that it constitutes a selective measure; 

prior administrative authorisation may be based on objective, non-discriminatory 

criteria which are known in advance, thus circumscribing the exercise of the public 

administrations’ discretion. In the view of the EC, such prior administrative 

authorisation scheme must also be based on an easily accessible procedural system 

capable of ensuring the objective and impartial consideration of a taxpayer’s request. 

Furthermore, a possible rejection of such a request must be capable of being 

challenged in judicial or quasi-judicial proceedings. 

 

This EC Notice seems largely consistent with the recent EC investigations in respect of 

the use of tax rulings concerning the application of the transfer pricing rules and the 

arm's length principle. However, it is not always clear in those investigations whether the 

EC's approach to arm’s length is entirely consistent with what one might have expected 
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per the OECD TP Guidelines. Therefore the question of what is a “reliable approximation 

of a market based outcome” may still remain a matter of some debate for the foreseeable 

future. In addition, the EC’s arguments in this area remain to be tested by the European 

Courts. The EC’s Notice is available here.  

-- Sjoerd Douma, PwC Netherlands; sjoerd.douma@nl.pwc.com 

 

Luxembourg – European Commission non-confidential State aid opening 

Decision in McDonald's 

 

On 6 June 2016, the European Commission (EC) published its opening Decision in the 

formal investigation into two tax rulings obtained by McDonald’s entities in 

Luxembourg. The opening Decision explains the reasons for the initiation of the formal 

investigation. It also specifies the additional information, which the EC has requested 

from Luxembourg in order to reach a final conclusion in this respect. Therefore, this 

Decision represents the opening - not the outcome - of the EC's formal investigation into 

this matter.  

 

The formal investigation pertains to the granting of two tax rulings concluded in March 

and September 2009 relating to the tax treatment of royalty income derived by McD 

Europe Franchising Sarl (Luxembourg) (McD Sarl) from a US branch. According to the 

description of the facts in the opening Decision, McD Sarl acquired beneficial ownership 

of certain franchising rights of the group, which were then allocated to and managed at 

the level of its US branch. An initial ruling of March 2009 confirmed the exemption of 

the US branch profits at the level of McD Sarl, as being profits derived from the 

permanent establishment (PE) located in the US on the basis of Article 25 of the 

Luxembourg-US Double Tax Treaty (DTT). The initial ruling included the requirement 

that annual proof must be produced that the profits were declared and subject to tax in 

the US. A revised ruling was introduced and eventually obtained in September 2009, 

which explained that the US branch does not constitute a US trade or business under US 

domestic law and confirmed that proof of effective taxation of the profits in the US is not 

needed, as it is not required by Article 25 of the Luxembourg-US DTT.  

 

According to the opening Decision, the argument which was brought forward in this 

respect was that the US branch represents a PE of the Luxembourg company in the US 

under Luxembourg law and Article 25 of the Luxembourg-US DTT does not require the 

PE profits to be effectively subject to tax in the other state. 

 

In its response to the EC’s inquiry, Luxembourg argued in favour of the treatment 

confirmed in the revised ruling on the basis of the following arguments: 

• The treatment is fully in line with Luxembourg law and does not constitute State 

aid; 

• To the extent that the ruling includes only an interpretation of the Luxembourg law 

without deviating from the generally applicable tax provisions, it cannot constitute 

State aid; 

• The US branch constitutes a PE in the US and an exemption applies on the basis of 

the DTT. 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/modernisation/notice_of_aid_en.pdf
mailto:sjoerd.douma@nl.pwc.com
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The EC is of the opinion that at this stage the combination of the two rulings can lead to 

the granting of State aid on the basis of the following arguments: 

• The reference framework, in relation to which a selective advantage is to be 

established, is the Luxembourg income tax system, including the DTT; 

• The interpretation in the revised ruling contradicts the Luxembourg-US DTT and 

the Luxembourg law that transposes the DTT into national law;  

• The exemption provision in the Article 25 of the DTT, which refers to profits which 

“may be taxed” in the other State, does not require as such effective taxation of the 

profits in the US. However, the absence of a PE under the laws of the US implies 

that the profits may not be taxed in the US, as a result of which the exemption of 

those profits in Luxembourg is not justified. 

The text of the opening EC State aid opening Decision is available here.  

-- Sjoerd Douma, PwC Netherlands, Alina Macovei, PwC Luxembourg, and Calum 

Dewar, PwC US; alina.macovei@lu.pwc.com 

 

Luxembourg – European Commission non-confidential final State aid 

Decision on the Fiat case 

 

On 8 June 2016, the European Commission (EC) published its final State Decision 

dating 21 October 2015 on the formal State aid investigation into the Advance Pricing 

Agreement (APA) of Fiat Finance & Trade Ltd (FFT). The EC concluded that the APA 

obtained by FTT from the Luxembourg tax authorities on 3 September 2012 in relation 

to the transfer pricing (TP) methodology applicable to its financing transactions 

constitutes State aid, and ordered immediate recovery of the amount of tax by which the 

tax liability of the company for the period concerned was considered underestimated. 

Luxembourg has appealed the final Decision to the General Court of the European Union 

on 4 December 2015. 

 

According to the description of the facts in the final Decision, FFT provides extensive 

treasury services and financing to Fiat group companies based mainly in Europe, 

including raising external financing, and manages several intra-group cash pools.  In 

September 2012, FFT obtained an APA, which confirmed the TP methodology that the 

company can apply for the determination of its arm’s length remuneration for its 

functions performed and risks borne, and which was used to calculate the interest rates 

that the company charged out on the loans granted to the various group companies. 

 

The TP methodology applied was the TNMM and the remuneration was determined as 

follows: 

(i) Estimation of the “capital at risk” by estimating the minimum capital required by 

applying the Basel II framework; 

(ii) Identification of the capital used to perform the functions and support the financial 

investments; 

(iii) Estimation of the expected remuneration of the capital at risk based on Capital 

Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and identification of the capital reward return for the 

functions; 

(iv) Determination of the margin by summing up (i) and (iii). 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/261647/261647_1756438_84_2.pdf
mailto:alina.macovei@lu.pwc.com
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The EC concluded that the confirmation by the Luxembourg tax authorities of the TP 

methodology applied grants a selective advantage to FFT and therefore constitutes State 

aid on the basis of the following arguments: 

• The reference framework, in relation to which the existence of a selective advantage 

was established, was the Luxembourg income tax system in general, and not the 

Luxembourg specific TP provisions; 

• Contrary to the submissions of Luxembourg and the taxpayer, who considered that 

the comparison for selectivity should be made by reference to other companies with 

intra-group transactions subject to TP requirements having obtained APAs, the EC 

considered that the comparability needs to be established by reference to both 

stand-alone and group companies, and that it cannot assess selectivity by reference 

to other taxpayers having obtained APAs, as the APAs in the possession of the EC 

did not provide sufficient consistency; 

• Similar to the Belgian excess profit system case, the EC considered that the arm’s 

length principle is neither the one derived from Article 9 OECD nor the one under 

Luxembourg’s TP provisions, but is a general principle under Article 107 (1) TFEU 

that prevents distortion of competition; 

• Although initially contested in the opening Decision, the TNMM was eventually 

accepted as an appropriate TP method. However, the EC contested all the 

parameters and calculations applied by the company for the determination of the 

arm’s length remuneration; 

• The EC stated that it is not bound by its previous decision making procedure, and 

contrary to Luxembourg’s submission, comments made by the OECD and the Code 

of Conduct group do not create legitimate expectations. 

 

Although the EC’s final Decision has been appealed with the General Court, given that it 

contains very detailed observations by the EC on the TP methodology and calculations 

used, companies may wish to review these in view of their own facts and circumstances. 

The text of the non-confidential final EC State aid Decision is available here. 

-- Sjoerd Douma, PwC Netherlands, and Alina Macovei, PwC Luxembourg; 

alina.macovei@lu.pwc.com 

 

Netherlands – European Commission non-confidential final State aid 

Decision on the Starbucks case 

 

On 27 June 2016, the European Commission (EC) published the non-confidential 

version of its final Decision of 21 October 2015 on the formal State aid investigation into 

the Advance Pricing Agreement (APA) of Starbucks Manufacturing EMEA BV (SMBV). 

In its final Decision, the EC concluded that the APA obtained by SMBV from the Dutch 

tax authorities on 28 April 2008 in relation to the transfer pricing (TP) methodology 

determining an arm’s length remuneration for the functions performed by SMBV 

constitutes State aid, and ordered immediate recovery of the amount of tax by which the 

tax liability of the company for the period concerned was considered underestimated. 

The Netherlands has appealed the EC final Decision with the General Court of the 

European Union on 23 December 2015. 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/253203/253203_1757564_318_2.pdf
mailto:alina.macovei@lu.pwc.com
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According to the EC’s final Decision, SMBV processes green coffee beans acquired from a 

Swiss group company and sells roasted coffee to affiliated and non-affiliated parties. 

SMBV also operates as an intermediary distribution entity for a variety of non-coffee 

items and performs supply chain functions for its own account as well as for certain 

markets. In April 2008 SMBV obtained an APA for a duration of 10 years in which the 

Dutch tax authorities accepted that an arm’s length remuneration consists of a mark-up 

in the range of 9-12% of SMBV’s operating expenses excluding inter alia the costs of raw 

materials, certain outsourcing costs and royalty payments to the related entity Alki 

Limited Partnership (Alki LP). Those royalty payments were set at the difference 

between the realized operating profit before royalty expenses and the aforementioned 

mark-up on operating expenses. The TP methodology applied was the TNMM and 

involved a working capital adjustment.  

 

The EC has concluded that the confirmation by the Dutch tax authorities of the TP 

methodology applied grants a selective advantage to SMBV and therefore constitutes 

State aid based on the following arguments: 

 

• The tested measure is the APA; 

• After recalling that it is not bound by its own decisional practice, the EC considers 

the Dutch corporate income tax system to be the general reference framework in 

relation to which the existence of a selective advantage is to be established, as its 

objective of taxing profits concerns both stand-alone and group companies. In a 

subsidiary reasoning, the EC considers the APA to also derogate from Dutch specific 

TP provisions; 

• Similar to its final decisions in the FIAT and Belgian excess profit rulings cases, the 

EC considers that the arm’s length principle is neither the one derived from Article 

9 OECD nor the one under Dutch TP provisions, but that it is a general principle 

under Article 107 (1) TFEU that prevents distortion of competition; 

• The EC considers that the APA should have looked at the pricing of the royalty and 

the coffee beans as being the “controlled transactions”. The EC concludes that 

compared to third party arrangements, the royalty to Alki LP should be nil and, 

after analysis of the mark-up versus costs, that the price paid to the Swiss group 

company for the beans was too high; 

• The EC notes that in any event TNMM is not appropriate at the present case, 

because in the EC’s view, Alki LP, rather than SMBV, seems to be the least complex 

entity in the chain. Furthermore, in the EC's view, the functions of SMBV were 

incorrectly identified and priced, operating expenses inappropriately used as profit 

level indicator, and the working capital adjustment was not justified; 

• The EC concludes that the beneficiary of the aid is the whole Starbucks group, and, 

unlike in its FIAT final Decision, the EC is very prescriptive in the quantification of 

the aid.  

 

Although the EC’s final Decision has been appealed before the General Court, as it 

contains very detailed observations by the EC on the TP methodology and calculations 

used, companies may wish to review these in view of their own facts and circumstances.  

The text of the non-confidential final EC State aid Decision is available here. 

http://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/253201/253201_1762441_575_2.pdf
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-- Sjoerd Douma, Hein Vermeulen and Bob van der Made, PwC Netherlands; 

hein.vermeulen@nl.pwc.com 
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About the EUDTG 

The EUDTG is PwC’s pan-European network of EU law experts. We specialise in all 

areas of direct tax: the fundamental freedoms, EU directives, fiscal State Aid rules, and 

all the rest. You will be only too well aware that EU direct tax law is moving quickly, and 

it’s difficult to keep up. But, this provides plenty of opportunities to taxpayers with an 

EU or EEA presence. 

 

So how do we help you? 

● Through our Technical Committee we constantly develop new and innovative EU Law 

positions and solutions for practical application by clients. 

● Our experts combine their skills in EU law with specific industry knowledge by 

working closely with colleagues in the Financial Services and Real Estate sectors. 

● We have set up client-facing expert working groups to address specific key topics 

such as EU State Aid & BEPS and CCCTB. 

● We closely monitor direct tax policy-making and political developments on the 

ground in Brussels. 

● We input to the EU and international tax debate and maintain regular contact with 

key EU and OECD policy-makers through our EU Public Affairs capability. 

● Our secretariat in the Netherlands operates an EU tax news service, keeping clients 

up to date with developments as soon as they happen. 

 

And what specific experience can we offer for instance? 

● Our EU-wide State Aid Working Group helps our clients identify and proactively 

manage EU State Aid risks. 

● Together with our FS colleagues, we have assisted foreign pension funds, insurance 

companies, and investment funds with their dividend withholding tax refund claims. 

● We have assisted clients before the CJEU and the EFTA Court in a number of high-

profile cases such as Marks & Spencer (C-446/03), Aberdeen (C-303/07), X Holding 

BV (C-337/08), Gielen (C-440/08), X NV (C-498/10), A Oy (C-123/11), Arcade 

Drilling (E-15/11), SCA (C-39/13), X (C-87/13) and Kieback (C-9/14). 

● Together with our Financial Services colleagues, we have assisted foreign pension 

funds, insurance companies and investment funds with their dividend withholding 

tax refund claims. 

● We have carried out a number of tax studies for the European Commission. 

 

More information 

Please visit www.pwc.com/eudtg, or contact EUDTG Network Driver Bob van der 

Made (Tel.: +31 6 130 96 296, E-mail: bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com; or any of the 

contacts listed on the next page. 

http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/tax/international-tax-services/state-aid-group.jhtml
http://www.pwc.com/eudtg
mailto:bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com
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PWC EUDTG KEY CONTACTS:  

 

 

Chair 

Stef van Weeghel  

stef.van.weeghel@nl.pwc.com 

 

Driver - EU Public Affairs Brussels 

Bob van der Made 

bob.van.der.made@nl.pwc.com 

 

Chair, CCCTB Working Group 

Jonathan Hare 

jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com 

 

Emmanuel Raingeard de la Blétière 

emmanuel.raingeard@pwcavocats.com 
 

   

 

  Chair,  State Aid Working Group 

  Sjoerd Douma  

  sjoerd.douma@nl.pwc.com 

 

  Chair, EU Law Technical Committee 

  Juergen Luedicke 

  juergen.luedicke@de.pwc.com 

 

Chair, FS-EUDTG Working Group 

Patrice Delacroix    

patrice.delacroix@pwc.be 

 

   Chair, Real Estate-EUDTG WG 

   Jeroen Elink Schuurman  

   jeroen.elink.schuurman@nl.pwc.com 
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Hungary  Gergely Júhasz   gergely.juhasz@hu.pwc.com 

Iceland  Fridgeir Sigurdsson fridgeir.sigurdsson@is.pwc.com 

Ireland   Anne Harvey   anne.harvey@ie.pwc.com 

Italy  Claudio Valz  claudio.valz@it.pwc.com 

Latvia   Zlata Elksnina  zlata.elksnina@lv.pwc.com 
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Luxembourg  Alina Macovei  alina.macovei@lu.pwc.com 

Malta   Edward Attard   edward.attard@mt.pwc.com 

Netherlands  Hein Vermeulen  hein.vermeulen@nl.pwc.com 

Norway   Steinar Hareide  steinar.hareide@no.pwc.com 

Poland   Agata Oktawiec  agata.oktawiec@pl.pwc.com 

Portugal   Leendert Verschoor  leendert.verschoor@pt.pwc.com 

Romania  Mihaela Mitroi  mihaela.mitroi@ro.pwc.com 

Slovakia   Todd Bradshaw   todd.bradshaw@sk.pwc.com 

Slovenia   Lana Brlek  lana.brlek@hr.pwc.com 

Spain   Carlos Concha   carlos.concha.carballido@es.pwc.com 

Sweden   Gunnar Andersson  gunnar.andersson@se.pwc.com 

Switzerland  Armin Marti   armin.marti@ch.pwc.com 

UK   Jonathan Hare  jonathan.hare@uk.pwc.com  
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